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Abstract: Automatic classification of magnetic resonance (MR) 

brain images using machine learning algorithms has a significant 

role in clinical diagnosis of brain tumour. The higher order 

spectra cumulant features are powerful and competent tool for 

automatic classification. The study proposed an effective 

cumulant-based features to predict the severity of brain tumour. 

The study at first stage implicates the one-level classification of 

2-D discrete wavelet transform (DWT) of taken brain MR image. 

The cumulants of every sub-bands are then determined to 

calculate the primary feature vector. Linear discriminant analysis 

is adopted to extract the discriminative features derived from the 

primary ones. A three layer feed-forward artificial neural network 

(ANN) and least square based support vector machine (LS-SVM) 

algorithms are considered to compute that the brain MR image is 

either belongs to normal or to one of seven other diseases 

(eight-class scenario). Furthermore, in one more classification 

problem, the input MR image is categorized as normal or 

abnormal (two-class scenario). The correct classification rate 

(CCR) of LS-SVM is superior than the ANN algorithm thereby the 

proposed study with LS-SVM attains higher accuracy rate in both 

classification scenarios of MR images. 

Keywords: magnetic resonance, brain tumour, cumulant 

features, wavelet transform, linear discriminant analysis, neural 

network,  support vector machine (SVM).  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The acquiring procedure of brain magnetic resonance 

image is a non-invasive with low-risk to provide high quality 

brain images and produces detailed information for disease 

diagnosis and research. The MR images are the most 

common choice of medical imaging technique while 

soft-tissue delineation is required. This is certainly a right 

choice for any automatic system that efforts to classify brain 

diseases [1]. The brain anatomy with a high degree of 

accuracy and resolution could be perceived positively 

through MR images. The acquisition is essentially a 

non-invasive procedure that delivers features like greater 

soft-tissue differentiation, superior spatial resolution with 

improved contrast. The MR imaging tool does not provide 

any radiation impairment to the brain tissues because of not 

using any ionizing radiation while imaging [2].  

The practice of using computer technology in clinical 

decision support is widespread and pervasive in the medical 
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field such as gastroenterology, cancer research, heart 

diseases, breast and brain tumors, etc. A complete automatic 

classification of normal and affected human brain tumours 

can be designed using the MR images which plays a 

significant role in both clinical and research studies [3].  In 

recent times, machine learning algorithms are attaining great 

attention in the diagnosis of brain tumour. Moreover, the 

primary thing is to classify the MR image to predict the 

existence of tumour. If there is an existence of tumour, then it 

is required to classify its type for better diagnosis [4].  

Literature [2-5] implies that a several range of automated 

clinical tools for diagnosis have been introduced by 

exploiting necessary signal or image processing methods 

using transforms along with some computational intelligent 

algorithms. The classification algorithms used for MR brain 

images could fall into two groups. The first kind of approach 

is supervised one such as artificial neural network (ANN), 

support vector machine (SVM) and k-nearest neighbour 

algorithms (K-NN). The next kind of approach is 

unsupervised one such as self-organization map (SOM) and 

fuzzy c-means (FCM). However, based on the classification 

accuracy, the supervised type achieves better classification 

rate than the unsupervised one [5]. It is perceived that the 

extraction of features from MR images can be done through 

many popular signal or image examination techniques such 

as independent component analysis (ICA), wavelet and 

Fourier transform based techniques, etc. The wavelet 

transform has turn out to be a wide choice for several medical 

image analysis and classification problems. The wavelets are 

superior in extracting frequency space details from a 

non-stationary signals [6]. The control over the resolution of 

the analysis is done appropriately by modifying the wavelets 

in the selected data sequence. The study proposed here 

utilizes the discrete wavelet transform for the phase of feature 

extraction since it offers instantaneous details on frequency 

and time localization together for the image characteristics 

and is much needed for the computer based analysis. But the 

methodology will have more computational complexity when 

it uses higher levels of wavelet coefficients. And if any 

classification system uses the values of wavelet coefficients, 

then it is sensitive to rotation of input MR images [7]. The 

work makes use of one-level 2-D discrete wavelet transform 

and its robust statistical features that are non-sensitive to 

rotation of input images. The work involves eight-class 

classification problem, normal class along with seven 

different classes (Alzheimer, alzheimer plus visual agnosia, 

huntington, glioma, meningioma, pick and sarcoma disease) 

and two-class classification problem where the input MR 

image is classified as normal class or abnormal class.  
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The study employs higher-order statistics such as cumulant 

features which are efficient to classify the different classes of 

input brain MR images. The figure 1 shows the flow of 

proposed study. As in the figure 1, the first stage of proposed 

method involves the computation of one-level 2-D DWT 

from the input brain MR images and then the cumulants 

(primary feature vectors) of four sub-bands are calculated. 

Afterwards, the cumulant features are exposed to data 

reduction by means of LDA which builds the reduced 

secondary feature vectors. As a final point, a three layer 

feed-forward artificial neural network and least square based 

support vector machine algorithms are adopted to classify the 

extracted secondary features as normal or suffers from any 

class of disease. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1.Proposed Work. 

 

The section II describes the materials and methodology 

used for the work. The algorithms for classification is 

discussed in the section III. The section IV shows the results 

and discussion of the work and the section V describes the 

concluding remarks. 

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

A. Dataset 

The work employs normal MR images together with seven 

different brain diseases. Ten MR images are adopted for each 

class, thus eighty MR brain images are employed for the 

evaluation. These MR brain images are downloaded from the 

Harvard medical school website 

(http://med.harvard.edu/AANLIB/) [8]. All these 80 images 

are T2-weighted in axial plane with resolution equal to 256 x 

256 pixels [8]. Ten normal MR brain images belong to one 

class and seventy other diseased MR brain images belong to 

abnormal class in the two-class problem whereas each class 

of brain disease is taken as a separate class in the eight-class 

problem. 

B. One-level 2-D discrete wavelet transform 

The discrete wavelet transform is primarily a linear 

transform that works on the input data and transforms it as 

another domain vectors. The transform is operated at each 

dimension individually if the input is an image; i.e. 2-D 

DWT. The nature of wavelet transform is that it will also 

affords localized frequency details of an input image [9]. The 

work involves the computation of two-dimensional DWT of 

input MR images using Daubechies-6 basis filters with one 

level-one decomposition. This results in obtaining distinct 

sub-bands of first level 2-D DWT for the input brain MR 

images. 

 

As a result of applying the discrete wavelet transform for 

the input images, four distinct sub-bands are calculated as LH 

(low-high), LL (low-low) and HH (high-high) and HL 

(high-low) sub-bands. The LL sub-band is assumed as the 

approximation component (low-frequency) of input images 

whereas the other LH, HH and HL sub-bands indicate the 

vertical, diagonal and horizontal components of the images 

respectively. The figure 2 shows the input MR image 

(Alzheimer brain disease) together with four sub-bands of 

2-D DWT at level-one decomposition. 

 

        
Fig. 2.(a) Input MR image       (b) Four sub-bands 

C. Cumulant Computation 

To make the extracted features as effective, the cumulants of 

wavelet coefficients for attained four different sub-bands is 

calculated. The figure 2 (b) implies that utmost all the pixels 

in LH, HH and HL sub-bands have very lower gray-scale 

details as compared with the LL sub-band. The pixels in these 

(LH, HH and HL) sub-bands do not hold any information and 

so considered to be redundant [10]. Thus before the 

computation of cumulants, the pixels having absolute 

gray-scale values inferior than the taken threshold (0.005) are 

removed. The threshold value of 0.005 has been obtained by 

experimental analysis [11]. Now computation of cumulants 

for the remaining pixels of respective sub-band is carried out.  

Cumulants should give robust statistical with rotation 

invariant features for the classification of brain MR images. 

They represent the high order statistics with the shape of 

distribution [12]. The cumulant features provide the volume 

of higher order correlation along with distance measurement 

of a random process for the Gaussian functions. Cumulants 

are simply a nonlinear mixture of moments and the jth 

moment of a real-valued zero mean random variable (X) is 

determined as [13] 
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𝑀𝑗 = 𝐸[𝑋𝑗]               (1) 

 

where E[.] is the expectation operator on the random variable. 

The cumulants of different orders(C2, C3, C4, C5 and C6) are 

calculated for each sub-band as [13]: 

 

𝐶1 = 𝑀1                   (2) 

 

𝐶2 = 𝑀2 −𝑀1
2                 (3) 

 

𝐶3 = 𝑀3 − 3𝑀2𝑀1 + 2𝑀1
3            (4) 

 

𝐶4 = 𝑀4 − 4𝑀3𝑀1 − 3𝑀2
2 + 12𝑀2𝑀1

2 − 6𝑀1
4    (5) 

 

𝐶5 = 𝑀5 − 5𝑀4𝑀1 − 10𝑀3𝑀2 + 20𝑀3𝑀1
2 + 30𝑀2

2𝑀1 −
60𝑀2𝑀1

3 + 24𝑀1
5               (6) 

 

𝐶6 = 𝑀6 − 6𝑀5𝑀1 − 15𝑀4𝑀2 + 30𝑀4𝑀1
2 − 10𝑀3

3 +
120𝑀3𝑀2𝑀1 − 120𝑀3𝑀1

3 + 30𝑀2
3 − 270𝑀2

2𝑀1
2 +

360𝑀2𝑀1
4 − 120𝑀1

6              (7) 

 

where the first order cumulant (equation 2)represents the 

mean that is not considered for classification. In two-class 

problem, C2, C3, C4 andC5 cumulants are calculated for 

each sub-band so that the principal feature vector for each 

input MR brain image has 4 x 4 as 16 primary feature vectors. 

As in the eight-classproblem, C2, C3, C4, C5 and C6 

cumulants are for each sub-band so that the principal feature 

vector for each input MR brain image has 4 x5as 20 primary 

feature vectors. 

D. Dimension Reduction 

The purpose of dimension reduction in the study is to 

provide a condensed and informative representation of the 

derived primary features. Afterwards, these primary feature 

vectors are transformed into a set of new features termed as 

secondary feature vectors. The study utilizes a linear and 

supervised form of dimension reduction approach, LDA. It 

performs the removal of redundancies in the derived primary 

feature subspace. The key idea of the approach is that LDA 

always explore the project axes where the data points of 

distinct classes are distant from other ones and the data points 

of identical classes are nearer to each ones [14]. The primary 

cumulants have different dynamic range, so they ought to be 

normalized to the range between [0, 1] before dimension 

reduction using LDA. 

Sorting of eigenvalues of normalized feature vectors in 

descending order is done to determine the effective feature 

vectors for classification. The normalized cumulative total 

(𝜆𝐶𝑆(𝑖)) of sorted eigenvalues relative to the ith one of sorted 

feature is determined as [15], 

 

𝜆𝐶𝑆(𝑖) =
∑ 𝜆(𝑗)𝑖
𝑗=1

∑ 𝜆(𝑗)𝑁
𝑗=1

               (8) 

 

where the value of i ranges from 1 to N, N represents the 

total amount of primary feature vectors. The amount of 

efficient features is found once 𝜆𝐶𝑆 reaches to unity, then the 

features related to those normalized eigenvalues will create 

the secondary features. 

III. CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS 

A. Artificial Neural Network 

Feed forward artificial neural network is widely used for 

the applications of patternclassification [16]. The firstinput 

layer consists of input neurons, the middle layer with hidden 

neurons and the final layer with output neurons. Thefirst 

input layer has 12 nodes related to each applied input, the 

intermediate layer contains 10 nodes andthe final output 

layerhas eight nodes and two nodes for eight-class and 

two-class classification respectively. The classification using 

ANN is initiated by assigning the corresponding random 

weights.Thenthe reduced feature sets are given to the neural 

network to determineits response in the networkoutput layer. 

Depending upon the output class, the error is calculated and 

back-propagated to update the neural network weights. The 

above process is repeated once the value of mean 

squarederror (MSE) falls below a threshold [17]. After the 

completion of training the neural network, the testing data is 

given to the already trained neural networkso that the output 

is analysed and classifier performanceis assessed. 

For training the classifiers, three MR input images are 

randomly selected from the normal category and other seven 

categories. Then testing of classifiers is done with the 

remaining set of MR images. Thus 24 training set and 56 

testing set of MR images is considered for both classification 

scenario. There are various ways for choosing three images 

from ten images. In this paper, we consider 50 different sets. 

B. Least Square – SVM 

Support Vector Machine is a highly non-linear network 

used widely for binary and multi-class classification. SVM 

has superior generalization capability to classify any 

unknown input data accurately [18]. It works simply by 

reducing the structural risk and increasing the distance 

among the input features to the class that separating the 

hyper-plane respectively. Generally if the feature vectors are 

not linearly separable, then the vectors are transformed to a 

higher-order dimensional space so that they will become 

linearly separable and termed as least square based SVM 

[19]. The LS-SVM are least squares versions of SVM. The 

aim of LS-SVM is to put on the minimization of sum of 

squared errors (SSE) to the considered objective function and 

it is a kernel-based learning technique [20]. The work 

employs LS-SVM with radial basis function (RBF) kernel 

function for classification. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The evaluation ofthe study is attained for training and 

testing set using correct classification rate (CCR). The CCR 

is calculated as the addition of number on the diagonal of 

confusion matrix divided by the numberof samples in test 

data [21].The minimum CCR, maximum CCR, mean CCR 

and standard deviation of CCR of all the input setsare 

computed.The figure 3 shows the normalized cumulative 

total (𝜆𝐶𝑆) of sorted eigenvalues for both the classification 

scenarios, since they provide 𝜆𝐶𝑆 = 1  as 

discussed in the section 2.4. 
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Fig. 3. Normalized cumulative total (𝜆𝐶𝑆) of sorted 

eigenvalues 

 

 
Fig. 4. Performance of ANN classifier for different number of 

cumulants 

 

 
Fig. 5. Performance of LS-SVM classifier for different 

number of cumulants 

The figures 4 and 5 show the calculated mean value of 

obtained CCR of ANN and LS-SVM classifiers for distinct 

number of cumulants for each wavelet sub-band. In two-class 

problem, four cumulants for each wavelet sub-band attain the 

superior CCR value so that the primary vector should have 16 

features and in the eight-class problem, five cumulants for 

each wavelet sub-band provide the superior CCR value so 

that the primary vector should have 20 features.  

The table I gives the statistics of values of CCR for 

different sets using ANN and LS-SVM classifiers. As in the 

table I, it is noted that in two-class problem, LS-SVM attains 

100% CCR for the input sets and in eight-class problem, 

LS-SVM algorithm attains higher accuracy and lower 

standard deviation than ANN. 

 

Table- I: Statistic Values of CCR of Classifiers 

C
la

s

si
fi

e

r
s Problem 

CCR 

Minimum Maximum Mean 
Standard 

Deviation 

A
N

N
 

Two-class 

(4 cumulants 

for each 
sub-band) 

0.943 0.9614 0.8593 0.2851 

Eight-class 

(5 cumulants 
for each 

sub-band) 

0.8911 0.9517 0.8291 0.8226 

L
S

-S
V

M
 

Two-class 

(4 cumulants 
for each 

sub-band) 

1 1 1 0 

Eight-class 
(5 cumulants 

for each 

sub-band) 

0.9751 1 0.9929 0.0064 

 

As from the above table I, LS-SVM attains superior 

performance over ANN algorithm for both the classification 

scenarios. Also, the confusion matrix for the LS-SVM for 

binary classification is simply a 2 x 2 identity matrix since it 

provides 100% CCR as in the table I. The confusion matrix of 

ANN and LS-SVM for eight-class problem is given in table II 

and III where the confusion matrix of all other input sets are 

averaged. 

 

Table- II: Confusion Matrix for ANN Classifier for 

eight-class problem 

 
Predicted Class 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

A
c
tu

a
l 

C
la

ss
 

1 
0.85

43 
0 0 0 

0.14

57 
0 0 0 

2 0 
0.85

61 
0 0 0 0 

0.14

39 
0 

3 0 0 
0.89
15 

0 
0.10
85 

0 0 0 

4 0 0 
0.07

68 

0.83

66 
0 

0.08

66 
0 0 

5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

6 0 0 
0.15

33 
0 0 

0.84

67 
0 0 

7 0 0 0 
0.20
72 

0 0 
0.79
28 

0 

8 0 0 0 0 0 
0.20

29 
0 

0.79

71 

 

 

Table- III: Confusion Matrix for LS-SVM Classifier for 

eight-class problem 

 
Predicted Class 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

A
ct

u
al

 C
la

ss
 

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

6 0 0 0.0154 0 0 0.9846 0 0 

7 0 0 0 0 0.0187 0 0.9813 0 

8 0 0 0 0 0 0.0226 0 0.9774 
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE  

The work shows that the cumulants as higher-order spectra 

features can afford efficient representation of input brain 

MRimages to decide the appropriateclass. The subbands of 

2-D wavelet are calculated; fourth and fifth order cumulants 

of the pixels areobtained after removing the redundant pixels 

corresponding to two-class scenario and eight-class scenario. 

Then primary features with 20 and 16 vectorsareapplied to 

LDA so that the secondary features with one and seven 

vectorsarecalculatedforthe bothclassification scenarios. The 

obtained results shows that the LS-SVM 

algorithmprovidesunity classification accuracy for two-class 

scenario and gives superior classification accuracy (≈ 1) for 

eight-class problem.The results of performancecomparison 

between ANN and LS-SVM indicates that the higher-order 

cumulants with LS-SVM algorithm provides higher accuracy 

than ANN in both classification scenarios.  
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